
 

 

To: The Deputy Leader and Members of the 
Planning and Development Board 

 Councillors Simpson, Bell, T Clews, Deakin, 
Dirveiks, Downes, Hayfield, D Humphreys, 
Jarvis, Lees, Macdonald, Morson, Moss, 
Parsons, H Phillips. 

 
 For the information of other Members of the 

Council 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 
BOARD AGENDA 

 

11 January 2021 
 

The Planning and Development Board will meet on 
Monday 11 January 2021 at 6.30pm via Teams.  An 
email invite will be sent to Board members and the 
meeting will be live streamed on the Council’s YouTube 
channel, accessible from the home page of the Council’s 
website or at https://www.youtube.com/user/northwarks  

 

AGENDA 
 

1 Apologies for Absence / Members away on 
official Council business. 

 
2 Disclosable Pecuniary and Non-Pecuniary 

Interests. 
 

 

  

For general enquiries please contact the Democratic 
Services Team on 01827 719221 or via e-mail –  
democraticservices@northwarks.gov.uk  
 
For enquiries about specific reports please contact 
the officer named in the reports. 
 
The agenda and reports are available in large print 
and electronic accessible formats if requested. 
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REGISTERING TO SPEAK AT THE MEETING 
 

PLEASE BE AWARE THAT THIS MEETING WILL BE TAKING PLACE 
REMOTELY 

 
Anyone wishing to speak at the meeting, in respect of a Planning 
Application, must register their intention to do so by 1pm on the day of 
the meeting, either by email to democraticservices@northwarks.gov.uk 
or by telephoning 01827 719221. 

 
Once registered to speak, an invitation will be sent to join the Teams 
video conferencing for this meeting.  Those registered to speak should 
join the meeting via teams or dial the telephone number (provided on 
their invitation) when joining the meeting and whilst waiting they will be 
able to hear what is being said at the meeting.  They will also be able 
to view the meeting using the YouTube link provided (if so, they may 
need to mute the sound on YouTube when they speak on the phone to 
prevent feedback).  The Chairman of the Board will invite a registered 
speaker to begin once the application they are registered for is being 
considered. 

 

 
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND DECISION 

(WHITE PAPERS) 
 
 
3 Planning Applications - Report of the Head of Development Control 
 

Summary 
 

Town and Country Planning Act 1990 – applications presented for 
determination. 
 
3a PAP/2020/0324 - 113 Church Road, Hartshill  

Erection of first floor rear extension to provide additional residential 
accommodation at first floor and alterations to ground floor 
extensions to replace roof and incorporate a rooflight and a lantern 
rooflight. 

 
3b     CON/2019/0025 - Environment Agency Lea Marston Depot, 

Coton Road, Lea Marston 
  New fire and rescue training centre. 

 
The Contact Officer for this report is Jeff Brown (719310). 
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4 Government Consultation Public Service Infrastructure    - Report of 

the Head of Development Control                                                                                                

 Summary 
 
 The report introduces a consultation paper from the Government 

proposing a “fast-track” system for dealing with planning applications for 
public service buildings. 

 
The Contact Officer for this report is Jeff Brown (719310). 
 

5 Minutes of the Local Development Framework Sub-Committee held 
on 26 November 2020 – copy herewith, to be approved as a correct 
record and signed by the Chairman. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

STEVE MAXEY 
Chief Executive 
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 Agenda Item No 3 
 
 Planning and Development 

Board 
 
 11 January 2021 
 
 Planning Applications 

Report of the   
Head of Development Control 
 
 
1 Subject 
 
1.1 Town and Country Planning Act 1990 – applications presented for 

determination. 
 
2 Purpose of Report 
 
2.1 This report presents for the Board decision, a number of planning, listed 

building, advertisement, proposals, together with proposals for the works to, or 
the felling of trees covered by a Preservation Order and other miscellaneous 
items. 

 
2.2 Minerals and Waste applications are determined by the County Council.  

Developments by Government Bodies and Statutory Undertakers are also 
determined by others.  The recommendations in these cases are consultation 
responses to those bodies. 

 
2.3 The proposals presented for decision are set out in the index at the front of the 

attached report. 
 
2.4 Significant Applications are presented first, followed in succession by General 

Development Applications; the Council’s own development proposals; and 
finally, Minerals and Waste Disposal Applications.   

 
3 Implications 
 
3.1 Should there be any implications in respect of: 
 

Finance; Crime and Disorder; Sustainability; Human Rights Act; or other 
relevant legislation, associated with a particular application then that issue will 
be covered either in the body of the report, or if raised at the meeting, in 
discussion. 

 
4 Site Visits 
 
4.1 Members are encouraged to view sites in advance of the Board Meeting.  Most 

can be seen from public land.  They should however not enter private land.  If 
they would like to see the plans whilst on site, then they should always contact 
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the Case Officer who will accompany them.  Formal site visits can only be 
agreed by the Board and reasons for the request for such a visit need to be 
given. 

 
4.2 Members are reminded of the “Planning Protocol for Members and Officers 

dealing with Planning Matters”, in respect of Site Visits, whether they see a site 
alone, or as part of a Board visit. 

 
5 Availability 
 
5.1 The report is made available to press and public at least five working days 

before the meeting is held in accordance with statutory requirements. It is also 
possible to view the papers on the Council’s web site: www.northwarks.gov.uk.  

 
5.2 The next meeting at which planning applications will be considered following 

this meeting, is due to be held on Monday, 8 February 2021 at 6.30pm via 
Teams.  

 
6 Public Speaking 
 
6.1 Information relating to public speaking at Planning and Development Board 

meetings can be found at: 
https://www.northwarks.gov.uk/info/20117/meetings_and_minutes/1275/speak
ing_and_questions_at_meetings/3. 
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Planning Applications – Index 
 

Item 
No 

Application 
No 

Page 
No 

Description General / 
Significant 

3/a PAP/2020/324 1 113 Church Road, Hartshill 
Erection of first floor extension to provide 
additional residential accommodation at 
first floor and alterations to ground floor 
extensions to replace roof and 
incorporate a rooflight and a lantern 
rooflight. 
 

General 

3/b CON/2019/0025 9 Environment Agency, Lea Marston 
Depot, Coton Road, Lea Marston 
New Fire and Rescue Training Centre 
 

General 
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General Development Applications 
 
(3/a) Application No: PAP/2020/0324 
 
113, Church Road, Hartshill, Nuneaton, CV10 0LU 
 
Erection of first floor rear extension to provide additional residential 
accommodation at first floor and alterations to ground floor extensions to replace 
roof and incorporate a rooflight and a lantern rooflight, for 
 
Mrs S Camm  
 
Introduction 
 
This application was referred to the November Board meeting, but determination was 
deferred to enable Members to visit the site. The previous report is attached for 
convenience at Appendix A. Because of the on-going restrictions on “gatherings” it has 
not been possible to arrange a formal visit. As a consequence, and in view of the 
visibility of the site from public viewpoints, the Board Chairman agreed that Members 
should visit the site independently in order not to further delay matters.  It is understood 
that Members have taken up this request. 
 
Observations  
 
There have been no changes made to the application in the intervening period and 
there are no new other planning considerations. 
 
The main issue that the Board discussed last time was the potential exacerbation of on-
street car parking here, particularly as the site is on the junction of the main road 
through Hartshill and the access to the Cemetery. Members are reminded that the 
internal works proposed here are all permitted development and could be undertaken 
without the need for any planning application and that potential increased use of a 
lawful activity, does not change the lawful status of that activity.  In other words, if there 
is no issue with the proposed external alterations, there are no planning circumstances 
here to warrant a refusal. 
 
If the Board wishes to raise the car parking issue then this should be undertaken 
outside of this application with a meeting between the Parish Council who manage the 
cemetery, the Highway Authority and the applicant. 
 
Recommendation 
 
That planning permission be GRANTED subject to the conditions set out in Appendix A. 
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General Development Applications 
 
(3b) Application No: CON/2019/0025 
 
Environment Agency Lea Marston Depot, Coton Road, Lea Marston, B76 0DN 
 
New fire and rescue training centre, for 
 
- Warwickshire County Council 
 
Introduction 
 
This is one of three applications which were submitted to the County Council and on 
which this Council was invited to make representations as part of their determination. 
The other two applications related to similar fire service training facilities – at the 
outdoor education centre off Bodymoor Heath Lane at the Kingsbury Water Park and a 
water-based facility at an existing weir in the River Tame close to the railway bridge on 
the B4098 south of Kingsbury.  
 
All three were referred to the December 2019 Board meeting.  
 
The Board resolved not to object to the water-based facility, but to strongly object to the 
other two proposals.  
 
The County Council has subsequently granted planning permission for the proposal at 
the Water Park but the other two remain undetermined. 
 
The County Council has updated the submission for the Coton Road application and 
has invited further representations from the Borough. 
 
Additionally, with the agreement of the Environment Agency, a Member site visit was 
organised to the Coton Road site. A note of this is attached at Appendix A.  
 
The previous report is attached at Appendix B and the subsequent letter to the County 
Council is at Appendix C  
 
For convenience the location plans are at Appendices D and E. 
 
The County Council has commissioned a “drone” video of the site and its surroundings 
for the benefit of its Members when its Regulatory Committee considers the application. 
The video will be played at the Board’s meeting too. 
 
Amendments Made 
 
The initial submission included the erection of as “cold smoke house” but this has now 
been removed and the siting of the other elements has been re-arranged resulting in a 
slightly smaller compound. Additionally, three sides of the compound are to be bounded 
by a 5 metres tall, solid wooden fence with the fourth - that facing the rear of the site - 
bounded by a two metres tall palisade security fence. The taller fence is included in 
response to nature conservation concerns so as to screen activity within the site from 
wildlife, particularly on the lakes, as well as to lessen the visual impact of the structures 
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behind it. Additionally, the more exposed elements of those structures are also to be 
timber clad so as to reduce the impact of their appearance.  The amended layout is at 
Appendix F with the original at Appendix G. The structures are now those illustrated at 
Appendices H, I and J.  
 
Additional Information 
 
The following documents have also been submitted. 
 
An ecological appraisal confirms that there are no statutory designated bio-diversity 
sites of international importance within 5km of the site; that there are six statutory 
designated sites of national importance within 5 km and six non-statutory local bio-
diversity sites within 1 km of the site. Additionally, almost 3000 records of legally 
protected/important species have been identified within that 1km radius. The actual site 
of the compound however is described as being dominated by species poor, semi-
improved grassland which has been left unmanaged. The appraisal recommends a light 
and noise abatement strategy for the construction and operational periods for the site; 
further discussion with Natural England on the impacts on over-wintering birds, standard 
pollution prevention measures, additional badger and bat surveys and precautionary 
greater crested newt and reptile statements for the construction period.   
 
A Landscape and Visual Appraisal concludes that the overall setting of the site has the 
capacity to absorb the development and that the development would give rise to a small 
but discernible change to its existing character.  
 
A Design and Access Statement describes the functional and operational requirements 
of the end user and how those have determined the appearance of the proposal. 
 
A Planning Statement describes the proposal and site as well as setting out the 
Development Plan background. It agrees that this is inappropriate development in the 
Green Belt. The case for there being very special circumstances is set out and this is 
attached at Appendix K.   
 
Consultations 
 
In view of the ecological interest in this proposal as expressed in the paragraph above, 
the County Council was asked to forward any relevant consultation responses for the 
benefit of the Board, particularly following the additional screening now included as 
described above. That from the County Ecologist is at Appendix L where it can be seen 
that there is no objection subject to conditions. The Natural England response is at 
Appendix M where there again is no objection 
 
The Warwickshire Wildlife Trust cannot support the proposal – see Appendix N. It 
considers that it is inappropriate development in the Green Belt; causes landscape and 
visual harm and will have an adverse impact on the protected species and wildlife that 
use the site and surrounding area by virtue of noise, light pollution and human activity 
even with the additional screening.  
 
The comments from the Environment Agency are at Appendix 0 which indicate no 
objection subject to conditions 
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The comments from the County Council as Lead Local Flood Authority are at Appendix 
P which is no objection subject to conditions.  
 
Observations 
 
The Board’s starting position here is the objection submitted after its first consideration 
of these proposals. It objected to the schemes at both the Water Park and here at Coton 
Road. The former now has a planning permission. The Board is therefore asked to 
reconsider the proposal at Coton Road, to see if its objection has been overcome. 
 

a) Green Belt 
 

The overall planning policy position hasn’t altered. The site is in the Green Belt and this 
remains inappropriate development which thus carries substantial weight against the 
development in the final planning balance. 
 
However, there are two matters which need to be explored to see if this conclusion 
should be altered. The first is a suggestion now made in the Planning Statement that 
this site is previously developed land. The second is whether the additional screening 
measures described above would reduce the actual Green Belt harm.  
 
Previously developed land is defined in the NPPF. The description excludes land that 
has been developed for minerals extraction where provision for restoration has been 
made through development management procedures. Here the site is part of a much 
larger holding that has been the subject of sand and gravel extraction and a restoration 
scheme which has led to the construction of the lakes as seen today. Whilst on site too, 
the Environment Agency confirmed ongoing and future restoration works substantially 
for nature conservation purposes. In light of this, it is not considered that the site 
satisfies the definition.  Even if it was concluded that it did, that does not mean that the 
proposal becomes appropriate in the Green Belt. The exceptions in the NPPF for such 
land is conditioned to that new development preserving openness and not conflicting 
with the five purposes of including land within the Green Belt. This proposal is for new 
structures within a new compound isolated from and unrelated to any other existing built 
development. Openness cannot be preserved – it would be lost. In these circumstances 
there is no need to assess any conflict with the five purposes. The proposal does not 
satisfy the NPPF exception. 
 
As a consequence, the development is not appropriate development in the Green Belt 
and this carries substantial weight against the proposal in the final planning balance. 
 
In terms of actual Green Belt harm, then the proposal as amended needs to be 
assessed against the guidance provided on whether there would be an adverse impact 
on the openness of the Green Belt. There is no definition of openness in the NPPF, but 
there is guidance set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance which recognises 
four different elements. The first is a spatial one. There will still be a noticeable spatial 
consequence because a large new compound with protruding structures is introduced to 
a wholly open setting. This “harm” will be substantial because of the size of the 
development. The second element is the visual one. Notwithstanding the additional 
screening there will be a clear visual impact. The compound will appear as a new large 
building mass with alien structures exposed above it. This will be in a rural setting and 
visible from the Lea Marston river bridge and the Birmingham-Derby rail line to the 
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south. This too will amount to substantial harm. The third element is the degree of 
activity associated with the site. There would be regular and significant associated 
human and vehicular activity as well as new lighting and noise. Although this site might 
be used for around 190 days in a year and with no night-time activity, this would still be 
substantially greater than at present. Finally, the fourth element is that the impacts 
would be permanent and not temporary. As a consequence, the actual Green Belt harm 
caused would also be substantial.  
 
In conclusion therefore the proposal is not appropriate development in the Green Belt 
thus carrying substantial harm. It also carries substantial actual Green Belt harm.  
 

b) Other Harms 
 

There will be harm caused to the character of the landscape hereabouts. The site is 
within the Tame Valley Wetlands area of the 2010 North Warwickshire Landscape 
Assessment. This describes a flat, highly modified river corridor landscape which has 
been extensively worked for sand and gravel resulting in a new wetland landscape to 
the north of the area and remaining flood meadows, villages and pastoral land to the 
south. The landscape management strategies propose maintaining the predominantly 
unsettled character of the area and the conservation and enhancement of the remaining 
riverside wetland habitats.  The proposal will have an adverse impact on this landscape 
character because of the introduction of a significantly large built compound into a 
presently open area.  It is in a pronounced position isolated from other buildings which 
are shielded by vegetation. The site itself is well contained however within the setting of 
the wider landscape area and so the impact is going to be local without altering the 
overall assessment, but that local impact will be significant because of the size and 
appearance of the compound and structures. 
 
There too will be a visual impact. It is agreed that this is not an area open to the public, 
but the site will be seen from the Lea Marston road bridge and from the railway line 
across open water in a setting where building structures are absent.  It is agreed 
however that the impact will be local and transitory.  
 
The ecological appraisal suggests that there may not be harms caused, but this 
depends on agreement on a number of Method Statements and Working Practices. 
Given the bio-diversity value of this stretch of the River Tame, the consultation 
responses from the County Ecologist and Natural England are material. However other 
Agencies do not agree because of the significance of the wetlands here and the scale 
and associated activity of the proposal.  Weight has to be given to the fact that planning 
conditions and mitigation measures could remove objections and the increased level of 
screening is also of benefit in this regard. However, there is still not agreement between 
the relevant nature conservation bodies. 
 
The Environment Agency has not objected on drainage or flooding grounds and the 
Lead Local Flood Authority has no objection. 
 

c) The Harm Side of the Planning Balance 
 

The harm side of the final planning balance consists of the substantial Green Belt harm; 
the significant landscape impact and the uncertain level of ecological harm. 
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d) The Applicant’s Case  
 

The applicant has put forward a number of considerations which he considers have 
sufficient weight to clearly override the cumulative level of harm caused so as to amount 
to the very special circumstances necessary to support the development.  
 
The applicant has provided more background in respect of the considerations which he 
believes are of sufficient weight to clearly outweigh the harms caused in Appendix K. In 
summary these are that the search for alternative sites - both brownfield and County 
owned - was not successful; the site being in a good location for the facility in respect of 
the Warwickshire Services ability to retain its capacity to respond to incidents in the 
County without taking crews and appliances out of the County and its proximity to the 
other two sites in providing comprehensive and compatible training; value for money in 
that the cost of travelling to Oldbury and to Wales for training, as now, would be 
removed and because the training facility will provide the wider community with an 
enhanced public service.  The applicant was also asked to consider a re-location of the 
proposal elsewhere on the EA depot land closer to existing buildings as were seen on 
the site visit. This alternative was not followed through because it would have involved 
increased land works thus adding to cost and have a greater combined visual impact. It 
is agreed that these considerations do carry significant weight in that they would provide 
a significant community benefit to enable this emergency service to operate efficiently 
and professionally. 
 

e) The Final Planning Balance 
 

Members are aware that the final planning balance is an assessment of whether the 
considerations and benefits advanced by the applicant “clearly” outweigh the cumulative 
level of harm caused. If so, those considerations and benefits would amount to the very 
special circumstances necessary to enable support for the proposals. 
 
In this case it is not considered that the benefits “clearly” outweigh the harms caused.  
This is because firstly, the Green Belt harm here is so substantial due to the impact of 
the scale and appearance of the development in a wholly rural and open setting even 
with the timber boundary fencing. The applicant’s consideration that alternative sites 
were explored is one which could well have carried more weight had it been supported 
by evidence of the search for a wide range of alternative sites so as to include and 
identify Green Belt and non-Green Belts sites; brown field and green field alternatives 
and sites that might already have lawful use for activity akin to that being proposed. 
Moreover, the criteria said to be used in filtering any sites did not include any planning 
criteria – only operational matters. A brownfield site is certainly to be preferred, but as 
explained above that is not considered to be the position here.  
 
The second is that whilst the operational requirements of the service are recognised 
and it is agreed that there is a significant community benefit in having a fully trained 
emergency service, the NPPF explicitly recognises the Green Belt as a “protected” area 
and in this case because of the harms caused, it is considered that the greater 
community interest lies in the maintenance of the key characteristics of the Green Belt – 
its openness and its permanence.  
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The third is that there is still not agreement between the relevant nature conservation 
bodies on the likely harms caused.  
 
Recommendation 
 
That the Council continues to strongly OBJECT to this proposal for the reasons given in 
this report.  
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  Agenda Item No 4 
 
 Planning and Development Board 
 
 11 January 2021 
 

Report of the                                                                                                               
Head of Development Control                             
      

Government Consultation Public 
Service Infrastructure                                                                                                     

 
 

1 Summary 
 
1.1 The report introduces a consultation paper from the Government proposing a 
 “fast-track” system for dealing with planning applications for public service 
 buildings. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

2 Background 
 

a) Introduction 
  
2.1 The Government published a consultation paper in early December 2020 

setting out proposals designed to: 
 
 i)  deliver public service buildings – e.g. schools and hospitals - more quickly 

through the planning system with a streamlined process, and to   

 ii)  introduce a simpler process for business premises to become new homes 
 so as to boost town centres through brownfield development.  

2.2  The proposals follow on from the recent Planning White Paper which proposed 
planning by Zones so as to speed up the delivery of new development. The 
current consultation paper also arises from the changes that are happening in 
town centres because of changing shopping habits; the consequences of the 
pandemic and the “levelling-up” agenda in order to deliver new infrastructure. 

b) Public Service Infrastructure 
 
2.3 The Paper refers to the recent Spending Review which set out the 

Government’s long-term programme for investment in public service 

Recommendation to the Board 
 
That the Board agrees its response to the consultation paper as set 
out in this report, together with any additional comments that 
Members raise and submit to the Head of Development Control 
before the end of the consultation period on 28th January 2021. 
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infrastructure – e.g. hospitals, schools, colleges and prisons. The Paper 
suggests that one of the key issues in delivering this infrastructure is securing 
planning permission, “which can often take significant time, leading to project 
delays and cost increases”. So the Paper proposes measures to “speed up” 
this process. They are: 

 
i) To increase permitted development rights for extensions to existing buildings.  
This would mean extensions to be permitted development if they are no more 
than 25% of the footprint of buildings on site or up to 250 square metres 
whichever is the greater. The current % increase is also 25%, but of the 
“original” buildings on site, not the “current” buildings.  Additionally, the height 
limit would be increased from 5 to 6 metres except where within 10 metres of 
the site boundary. Sports and playing fields will continue to be protected. These 
rights would apply to schools, colleges, hospitals and be introduced for the first 
time for prisons. The MOD Estate will be the subject of further consideration. 

ii) Where a full planning application is needed for proposed public service 
infrastructure – e.g. a new school – the proposal is to ensure faster delivery. 
New Secondary legislation would be introduced to modify the process for these 
planning applications - a shorter determination period and different consultation 
requirements.  These changes would apply to new “major” developments for 
schools, hospitals, further education colleges and prisons on sites of over a 
hectare and/or more than 1000 square metres in size.  The determination 
period for these applications would be 10 weeks and the legislation would 
require their prioritisation. The Paper foresees the need for further guidance to 
applicants and statutory consultees so as to require active pre-application 
engagement in order to resolve issues before submission. In respect of 
consultation then the legislation would require shortening of the statutory 
periods – from 21 to 14 days – for both the public and for statutory consultees. 
The Government acknowledges that this presumes that there has been pre-
application consultation by the applicant.  

iii) Post-permission matters are also to be prioritised – e.g. subsequent 
reserved matters consents and the discharge of conditions. Performance of 
these applications is to be monitored by the Government.  

c)  Housing Delivery 

2.4  Members will be familiar with the existing permitted development rights that 
enable conversion of some office space to residential units. The Government 
has introduced new “quality requirements” recently to ensure that this “benefit” 
has regard to nationally described space standards.  

2.5  Additionally, Members will be aware that from September 2020, the Use 
Classes Order was substantially changed, to further de-regularise changes of 
use between the former retail, office and business use classes, by subsuming 
them into one overall new Use Class - Class E.  

2.6  The Paper expands on the new “rights” introduced in para 3.4 by proposing that 
they would also apply to the new E Use Class. Hence buildings with lawful use 
within this Class – e.g. retail, smaller office uses, indoor sports premises and 
restaurants - could change to residential without the need for a full planning 
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application. The Prior Approval procedures however would still apply to this 
“right”. This would, the Paper argues, increase the delivery of residential units; 
use brown field land and bring people back into town centres in particular.  
Conditions would apply to this benefit and the matters to be considered under 
the prior approval procedure would be expanded, as would the level of detail 
needed to be submitted. For instance, there would be some protection for public 
houses; theatres and music venues. The associated planning fee would also 
increase, such that it would apply to the number of new residential units 
proposed and not as now, just a single fee for the whole application.  

3  Observations 

3.1  Whilst the principle of speeding up the delivery of new public infrastructure is 
one that can be supported, there are several matters that need to be addressed. 
These arise from experience in dealing with such cases. 

a)  The Local Planning Authority determining these applications is often not 
 the Authority in which the development is to be located. 

b)  In many cases, applicants do not adequately engage early enough with 
 the local community, or indeed at all.  

c)  From experience, applicants are very reluctant to amend or modify a 
 proposal to meet local responses in respect of layout, scale, design, 
 appearance and highway considerations. Conflict and opposition is thus 
 often “built-in” at this early stage.  

d)  Designs and appearance of buildings is often “set” by the applicant, 
 leaving no room for local settings and characteristics to be considered. 

e)  The detail and information accompanying pre-application discussion is 
 often insufficient to assess a proposal. 

f)  Statutory consultations even at pre-application stage, are often severely 
 delayed. 

g)  Highway considerations are not fully worked through. 

h)  Future proofing proposals is often not considered. 

3.2  Members will be aware that new infrastructure is to be provided which is 
associated with the allocations set out in the emerging Local Plan. Master 
planning those allocations is underway and thus the necessary community 
engagement is being built-in to their delivery. However, there may well be 
issues arising where replacement and/or new infrastructure is needed, where it 
is not associated with large allocations of land. The matters raised in 3.1 above 
will be likely to arise if there is no early engagement. 

3.3  Whilst welcomed in principle, it is considered that the focus here should be on 
statutory requirements being applied to applicants in respect of active and early 
pre-application engagement and to consultees in respect of early involvement 
and timely responses, rather than to the Local Planning Authority. 
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3.4 The general approach to re-using buildings in town centres and elsewhere for 
new residential use through conversion is again something that can be 
supported in principle rather than to leave property vacant and dis-used.  It will 
also assist in delivering new houses without the need to develop green field 
land. The issue here is to ensure appropriate amenity and living standards are 
adhered to, as recognised rather belatedly by the Government. 

4 Report Considerations 

4.1  Financial and Value for Money Implications 

4.1.1 There are unlikely to be any financial implications although there may be 
 increased fees received associated with the new Prior Approvals. 

4.2  Sustainability and Environment Implications 

4.2.1  The quality of new development may decline unless applicants are prepared 
 to review proposals in the light of community engagement. 

4.3  Links to Council Priorities 

4.3.1  There may be some impact of the Council’s priorities of retaining the Borough’s 
rural character and its heritage assets. 

 
 

The Contact Officer for this report is Jeff Brown (719310). 
 

Local Government Act 1972 Section 100D, as substituted by the Local Government 
Act, 2000 Section 97 

 

Background Paper 
No 

Author Nature of Background 
Paper 

Date 
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Agenda Item 5 
 

Planning and Development Board 
 

11 January 2021 
 
 

NORTH WARWICKSHIRE BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

MINUTES OF THE LOCAL      26 November 2020  
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
 

Present:  Councillor Reilly in the Chair. 
 
Councillors Chambers, T Clews, D Humphreys, M Humphreys and 
Osborne. 

 
Councillors Bell, Farrow and Lebrun were also in attendance. 

 
 
7 Disclosable Pecuniary and Non-Pecuniary Interests 
 

There were none declared at the meeting. 
 

8 Local Plan Progress  
 

The Chief Executive updated Members on progress with the Local Plan. 
 
Resolved: 
 
That progress with the Local Plan, as outlined in the report of 
the Chief Executive, be noted. 
 

9 Solihull Local Plan Reg 19 Draft Submission Plan October 2020 –
Consultation  

 
 The Chief Executive informed Members of the consultation on the Solihull 

Local Plan Draft Submission Plan. 
 
 Resolved 
 
 That the response to the consultation on the Solihull Local Plan 

Reg 19 Draft Submission Plan October 2020, be delegated to the 
Forward Planning and Economic Development Manager in 
consultation with the Chairman and Opposition Spokesperson. 
 

 
D Reilly 

Chairman 
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